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“No private funder alone, not even Bill Gates,
has the resources and reach to move the
needle on our most pressing and
intractable problems.”
“WHAT’S NEXT FOR PHILANTHROPY,” MONITOR INSTITUTE

As the landscape of philanthropy continues to expand and evolve,
it’s become more and more clear that the future of systemic
change—using giving to find solutions that address the underlying
causes of social, economic and environmental problems—requires
not only larger pools of funding, but more combined willpower and
expertise. If your philanthropic vision involves truly moving the
needle on a big issue, it’s worth exploring the possibility of bringing
others along with you on the journey.

RISK MANAGEMENT
With access to the wisdom of other donors, a wider network of
advisors and other shared resources, collaboration can mitigate the
risks of striking out on your own or duplicating efforts while you may
still be learning about a specific sector or cause.
INCREASED IMPACT
When you can pool funds for longer-term or larger gifts, you free
your grantees from excessive reporting duties; you also give them
the security of knowing that their big visions are supported by a
more substantial flow of capital, helping them grow their initiatives
without the uncertainty of consistently applying for smaller, shorterterm funding.
NECESSARY PROCESSES FOR DECISION-MAKING

Why Collaborate?
There are a number of benefits giving collaboratively can have, both
for funders and for grantees. Here are some of the reasons why you
may want to consider dedicating a portion of your philanthropic
dollars to collaborative giving efforts.

When you collaborate, the interaction with others is a catalyst for
thoughtful decision-making (and without it, you’re in trouble). When
you’re acting alone, you may be more likely to give without an overall
strategy or rubric for decision-making. Working with others to
define a process can help avoid this while creating the satisfaction
of an integrated giving strategy that aligns with your personal
values, as well as those of the group.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY FOR DONORS
If you’re a newer player in philanthropy, becoming part of a
collaborative can provide access to wisdom and experience that
will help inform your future giving strategies and practices. And
even experienced donors can tap into the skillsets and expertise of
their peers.
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FUNDING LARGE-SCALE CHANGE
OCEANS 5
Oceans 5 is a collaboration
of allied philanthropists who
are committed to tangible
improvements in global ocean
health. The founding members
of the group—who, fittingly,
dreamed up the idea of Oceans 5
on a research trip at sea—sought
greater impact in their work, but
realized that they couldn’t do it
on their own. Working together,
they could build what they knew
was needed: infrastructure,
shared staff and a larger pool
of funding that could create the
sustained change demanded
by such a large-scale vision.
They wanted higher-impact
grantmaking capabilities
that could demonstrably
shift the well-being of the
world’s largest ecosystem.

this guide, we’ll investigate the
stories behind their success—
and the challenges they’ve
faced along the way—to help
illustrate the considerations that
guide the best collaborations.

“Oceans 5 captures the
shared intelligence
of marine funders
to identify highquality projects.
We’ve supported
some remarkable
organizations that
have delivered
impressive results.”

Questions and
Considerations for
Collaborators
Collaboration is complex, and usually requires more time and
energy from those involved than going it alone. However, when
done thoughtfully, the positive effects can exponentially outweigh
the costs. Before you begin, it’s important to find alignment with
your potential partners on a series of questions.
Note: Before you begin discussions with possible collaborators,
we recommend spending some time working through a series of
individual questions related to your motivations and expectations
for your personal philanthropic vision. These questions are
contained in our guide “Your Philanthropy Roadmap.”

Impact

CHUCK FOX, PROGRAM
DIRECTOR, OCEANS 5

Today, Oceans 5 has been
a part of groundbreaking
ocean conservation projects
worldwide, with grantees whose
work ranges from creating key
marine reserves to improving the
practices of China’s domestic
fisheries. But they didn’t come
this far without addressing
some big questions. Throughout

WHY ARE WE GIVING? WHAT IMPACT DO WE WANT
TO CREATE?
In collaborative philanthropy, the first—and most important—point
of alignment is the why: why are you coming together to give? What
are you trying to achieve as partners?
In traditional, project-based philanthropy, donors are happy to
provide funding in order to move a specific effort ahead in a defined
way. And that kind of giving is still important. However, if you want
to help a grantee scale their operations, catalyze ripple effects,
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potentially generate exponential impact or create a more effective
allocation of funds across an entire sector, you’ll want to collaborate
with others who share your goals.
Example: Oceans 5 narrowly defined two priorities, based on
science and opportunity, in order to create tangible change in the
world’s oceans. The group focuses on stopping overfishing and
establishing marine reserves. This helps guide their grantmaking
and supports their commitment to measurable results.

A BROAD COALITION DEDICATED TO ENDING NTDs
END FUND
The END (Ending Neglected
Diseases) Fund is a collaboration
between global philanthropists,
with the goal of ending the five
most common neglected tropical
diseases (NTDs)—conditions
that disproportionately affect the
world’s 1.5 billion poorest people.
A North Star like this— one with
entrenched root causes, a wide
range of geographical problem
areas and solutions that live along
a complex chain of cause and
effect—demands a diverse range
of committed collaborators.

leaders present their supporters
with a long-term, systems-level
view of the path to ending NTDs;
each funder can choose a level of
contribution to the greater vision,
rather than worry about their
specific attribution within it. This
lowers transaction costs for the
Fund, decreases the fundraising
burden for grantees and partners
and makes the entire effort
more efficient and effective.
So far, the END Fund has raised
over $50 million to address
NTDs in the Middle East, India
and Sub-Saharan Africa.
Building on this success, the
Legatum Foundation founded
the Freedom Fund, which
fights modern slavery, and the
Luminos Fund, which helps send
out-of-school students back
to class. This level of success
would not have been possible
without deep partnership
and broad collaboration.

The END Fund grew from
a conversation between a
parasitologist and a venture
capitalist at Legatum, a private
investment firm; it has received
funding from the Legatum
Foundation (the venture firm’s
philanthropic arm), alongside an
array of interested donors. To
tackle the challenge, though, the
Fund has to continuously enlist
pharmaceutical companies,
on-the-ground health workers,
Ministries of Health in its target
countries, and a wide range
of individual, institutional, and
corporate funders. The Fund’s
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Approach
HOW WILL WE ACHIEVE THE IMPACT WE’VE IDENTIFIED?

“We see the most effective
way to reach these goals is
to put authentic, humble,
and proactive cause-based
collaboration at the center of
how we work.”
JEFFREY WALKER, VICE CHAIR, UN SECRETARY GENERAL’S OFFICE FOR HEALTH
FINANCE AND MALARIA; & ELLEN AGLER, CEO, END FUND
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Once you’re aligned on your shared why, it’s time to tackle the how.
Because collaboration can entail such a wide range of action and
effect, it’s crucial to think about how you’ll reach your stated goals.
Will you pool your funds in order to give larger grants that require
less reporting and ongoing efforts from your grantees? Will you
intentionally learn from your partners in order to make the best
possible grantmaking decisions? Do you want to leave a collective
mark on a particular sector in order to change the game for the
organizations inside it? Do you want to create a new example of how
collaboration can function?
Example: In service of their two main impact goals, Oceans 5 makes
direct grants, provides in-kind services and offers strategic support
to their grantees. Members of the collective are also involved
in similar efforts for ocean conservation, including the Plastics
Solutions Fund and the Global Partnership for Sharks.
Remember that the details of your collaboration can be as unique
as the people and organizations within it. Even if you’re tackling
different areas within a large issue, or not working directly together,
you can still create collective change. Sharing knowledge, due
diligence and impact reports—both positive and negative—can
help each of you become more effective and informed.
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FLEXIBLE COLLABORATION TO FIGHT POVERTY
BIG BANG PHILANTHROPY
Big Bang Philanthropy is
composed of twelve member
foundations, all of whom are
committed to fighting global
poverty by giving to new
organizations; this flexible
funding helps startups build
capacity until they can approach
donors at the mezzanine level.
Each member gives at least
$1 million annually to poverty
programs in the developing
world, supports at least three
organizations that fellow
members support and actively
expresses an interest in giving
collaboratively. Unlike more
integrated operations, Big
Bang’s members don’t pool
their funding; each member
can make grants, invest directly
or make loans as they see fit.
This loose configuration—
in which members interact
more informally, sharing
ideas and resources but not
always acting together—
is indicative of a growing
interest in more autonomous
modes of collaboration.

“We’re all looking
for organizations
with great solutions
to poverty and the
ability to take impact
to scale. When we
find them, we share
them. We want to
ensure that those who
are best at creating
change get what
they need to do it.”
BIGBANGPHILANTHROPY.ORG

WHAT IS EACH PARTNER WILLING AND EXPECTED TO
INVEST—NOT JUST IN FUNDS, BUT IN TIME AND EFFORT?
Because every collaboration is as unique as the people and
organizations within it, it’s worth taking the time to consider the
tactical questions about how you’ll support your chosen causes. How
will you meet and communicate? Will each of you have the same role
within your group, or will you each be responsible for different parts
of the work? Do you want to be a group of hands-on donors, or will
you step back and let your grantees take charge after your funds
are disbursed? Beyond the money you’re committing, what kinds
of connections might you bring to the table? How can you leverage
other resources in your networks? All of these assets—time, effort,
social capital—can strengthen a collaboration, so it’s important to
work through expectations about how you’ll bring them to bear.
Example: Oceans 5 has two forms of membership: Partners and
Members. Partners donate $1 million a year to the collaborative’s
overall efforts, taking a seat on the Board of Directors. Members
provide significant project-based support of at least $100,000 a year
and do not have a governance role, though they participate in Board
meetings and decision processes.

Timeline
HOW SOON DO WE NEED TO SEE OUR DESIRED RESULTS?
Depending on the “why” and the “how” you define for yourselves, the
scale of your goals may be audacious—and rightfully so. Realistically,
how long will it take to reach the milestones that define success?
Are you all prepared to actively participate until then? And if a
partner does need to step down from your partnership, how will the
collaboration move forward?
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Some collaborations are specifically time-bound. A group may
decide to collaborate for five or ten years and then disband. This
strategy may require the collaborative to focus on grants that can
have a more immediate, noticeable impact or achieve a specific goal
like building a school or launching a sustainable program.
Example: Oceans 5 projects are generally defined with 3-year
objectives, inclusive of shorter-term milestones. Most Oceans 5
outcomes involve changes to public policy. All projects are defined by
specific objectives that are easily evaluated.

Focus Area
WHY ARE WE THE RIGHT TEAM FOR OUR SHARED AREA
OF FOCUS?
In the best collaborations, each partner contributes something unique
and valuable to a shared vision. What’s bringing you together, and
what makes you the right partners to create the change you seek?
Some philanthropic efforts find success because they’re sectorspecific. They pull in collaborators who truly understand the space,
and are prepared to meet its particular challenges. For example,
the END Fund, which brings together global stakeholders across
industries to tackle the thorny problem of neglected tropical
diseases, has as key to its success a deep knowledge of the interplay
between different actors and conditions in the field.
By the same token, some of the strongest collaborations happen
through shared geography. Funders share a deep knowledge of
the issues that affect the places where they live and work, and their
efforts benefit from that experience.
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In still another type of shared focus area, some collaborations
focus on a specific population group. This kind of giving is not new:
Asian-American immigrant communities in the U.S., for example,
have consistently pooled their money to help newcomers get
settled when they arrive. Now, the next generation has picked up
this practice with a modern twist, sometimes formalizing these
generous traditions into organizations like the Asian Women
Giving Circle, which funds projects led by Asian-American artists
and community groups, or Asian-Americans/Pacific Islanders in
Philanthropy, which connects AAPI communities with philanthropic
resources. This kind of population-focused giving can be seen
across all kinds of other demographics, from Native Americans
to women, often drawing on similar traditions of self-help and
community activation. You’ll read about one example, the Women
Donors Network, in the next section.
THE GRAND BARGAIN
THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
In some cases, these placebased efforts can even swoop
in during an emergency. For
example, in 2014, a consortium
of foundations, many with strong
ties to Detroit, came together
with private donors and the
state of Michigan to pool roughly
$800 million dollars in order to
save the Detroit Institute of Arts.
Dubbed “the grand bargain,” this
collaborative effort prevented
the Institute’s artworks from
being sold to settle the city’s

debt; as part of the deal, which
also provided money to help
provide pensions to public
workers, the Museum moved
from municipal ownership to
protection under an independent
charitable trust, like most major
American museums. This
partnership, based on a strong
desire to preserve an invaluable
cultural asset in an embattled
city, succeeded in part because
of the shared commitment to,
and history in, the city of Detroit.
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Necessity
DO WE NEED TO COLLABORATE IN ORDER TO REACH OUR
GOALS?
Once you’ve talked through impact, approach, timeline and focus
area, it’s a good idea to check in and make sure that collaboration
is the best way forward. As we’ve discussed, working together has
its pluses and minuses. Meera Mani of the Packard Foundation
puts it well: “Collaboration is a priority, but we need to be selective
about why and when it has impact. Sometimes, there is strength
in numbers, but there are also times when it is better to be on your
own . . . You can take risks [acting alone] you cannot always take
as a collective.”

Collaboration
Models
Collaboration can invoke a wide range of interactions between
like-minded funders. At the most basic level, a simple exchange
of knowledge can be transformational, especially from more
experienced parties to those with a shorter track record. At the
more complex end, funder collectives come together not only
to share their know-how, but also their networks, resources, and
decision-making acumen.

efforts—those which meet the criteria of “a shared multiyear vision
around which donors pool talent, resources, and decision making”
—as “high stakes donor collaboration.” In these arrangements, the
stakes are high; with combined resources, the positive change
effected can far outpace anything individual donors can do alone.
But, if funders aren’t aware of the potential pitfalls of working
together in a philanthropic space, they stand to lose a lot of time,
money, and effort. They also bear the risk that their reputation may
suffer if the project goes south, just as they may gain credence if it
succeeds wildly: high risk, high reward.
A key point of tension for collaboration occurs in decision making
processes. In RPA’s work on the Scaling Solutions Initiative with the
Skoll, Porticus, Draper Richards Kaplan and Ford Foundations, we
have seen how collaborations require individual funders to cede
some decision rights. This takes trust. And while staff members at
the Director or Program Officer level may be willing to compromise
on their foundation’s proposal or reporting requirements, for
example, there isn’t always alignment at the foundation’s Executive
Director or Board level. This presents an opportunity for further
discussion and improved practice in the philanthropy sector.
Bridgespan points out three main reasons that funders take part in
high stakes donor collaborations: accessing the expertise of the
other collaborators, creating enough clout to change systems and
pooling enough capital to take a project to the next level. Alongside
these involved models of collaboration, it’s also possible to work
together in more informal, autonomous ways.

The division between casual knowledge sharing and true strategic
collaboration is a sharp one, though, and connotes a major
difference in both potential impact and potential tradeoffs. The
Bridgespan Group has identified those more complex collaborative
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Range of Collaboration
The diagram below illustrates one way to think about the
possibilities of collaboration, ranging from least to most integrated.
The points of collaboration here are meant to illustrate a spectrum
of involvement, and more than one kind of interaction can take
place within a certain group of funders.

Higher Integration

Fund the
funder

Funders invest in other funder with strong
expertise; one fully integrated strategy; receiving
funder has full decision-making authority.

Co-create new
initiative

Funders coinvest in new initiative that operates
programs or gives grants; shared decision making;
strong collaboration on definition on governance
structure.

Coinvest
in existing
initiative

Funder raises money from other donors; high
coordination; funds often pooled and joint donor
reports are created.

Coordinate
funding

Funders agree on shared strategies and invest in
aligned causes; retain individual grant-making rights.

Exchange
knowledge

Funders partner to exchange ideas and raise
awareness; retain all decision-making rights.

Within this spectrum, many different structures for collaborative
giving may emerge. Three examples of models for funding
collaboratively are aggregators, donor circles and public-private
partnerships.
AGGREGATORS
Aggregators are organizations that collect funding on behalf of a
number of donors—usually larger groups of donors who contribute
relatively small amounts of capital—and use their resources to
deploy those funds in the service of shared goals. The aggregator
uses its expertise to identify worthy projects for either grant or loan
funding and creates the systems through which donors can give
directly to those projects.
INDIVIDUAL DONOR GIVING CIRCLES
Individual giving circles offer a low-stakes way for donors to
experience the satisfaction of working toward a shared goal without
the overly formal processes of more integrated collaboration.
Members identify shared goals, pool funds in order to give larger
grants to causes they feel strongly about, and often share information
and encourage related action in pursuit of policy change.

Higher Independence
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CROWDSOURCING FOR HUMAN-LEVEL CHANGE
KIVA
The current landscape of
capital aggregators contains a
wide range of crowdsourcing
resources, but Kiva was a
trailblazer that introduced many
would-be funders to the idea.
The organization’s platform
allows donors to give small loans
($25 or more) to borrowers in
developing countries around
the world who lack access to
reliable credit—from a tailor
in Guatemala to a restaurant
owner in Burkina Faso. Since
its founding in 2005, Kiva has
funded over $965 million in loans.

entrepreneurs, opening up
new sources of support for
new businesses outside of the
developing world as well as
within it. The idea is to open up
new opportunities for funding
across the world, without
traditional brokers. Since Kiva
launched, similar platforms—
from Kickstarter to Patreon—
have appeared in its wake and
benefited from the normalization
of capital aggregation.

“At Kiva, loans aren’t
just about money—
they’re a way to
create connection
and relationships.”

Kiva’s model is successful
partially because of its lenders’
desire to create change on a
human scale; the organization’s
crowdfunding innovation has
succeeded in personalizing
the idea of microfinance. More
recently, they’ve opened up
their platform so that potential
borrowers can list their own
stories there. Kiva currently
offers up to $10,000 with
no interest to U.S.-based

KIVA.ORG
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INCREASING IMPACT FOR BOTH DONORS AND GRANTEES
WOMEN DONORS NETWORK
The Women Donors Network
is a community of women that
works toward shared goals for
positive social change, which
involves both philanthropy
and advocacy. WDN identifies
three modes though which
it helps its members grow as
philanthropists: building and
expanding relationships with
other progressive female
donors, providing a range of
tools and frameworks for its
members and multiplying impact
through collective giving.

“Through
collaboration and
innovation, we
accomplish more
together than we ever
could separately.”
WOMENDONORS.ORG

Particularly in emerging
markets, where philanthropic
practices may not be as defined,
individual giving circles offer
a way for groups of funders to
pool their resources in a more
informal way. As previously
noted, giving circles often
echo cultural practices of
local philanthropy, continuing
legacies of community care.

WDN organizes member giving
circles around specific impact
areas, ranging from immigration
to reproductive health. In
addition to the increased impact
that comes from collective
funding, women participating
in these circles gain access
to knowledge from emerging
leaders in their field of interest.
New circles can be formed
when two or more women
identify a new area of inquiry,
and a formal application process
ensures that shared values and
procedures are recognized.
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
Often, philanthropic funders who wish to bring their ideas to scale
can find the most potential in joining forces with governments. The
Initiative for Smallholder Finance, for example, pairs institutional
funders like the Skoll Foundation and the Citi Foundation with
USAID, the United States’ lead agency for ending global poverty.
ISF is a systems-level platform for rural inclusion in the financial
services sector, serving smallholder farmers in Latin America,
sub-Saharan Africa, and South and Southeast Asia. Leveraging the
resources and knowledge of both the private and public sectors,
the organization focuses on moving capital from financial service
providers to farmers at the base of the pyramid. As the market
grows, ISF is working to provide platforms for specific industries,
as well as research to support its stakeholders’ success. ISF does
occasionally refer to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals, another example of a hallmark public-private partnership;
you can learn more in the feature story on the SDG Philanthropy
Platform later in this guide.
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LEVERAGING PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES FOR GOOD
FULL CIRCLE FUND
Full Circle Fund is a memberdriven, geographically-focused
collaborative funding effort that
engages Bay Area professionals
in order to leverage their
resources (time, money,
expertise and connections) for
the greater good. Their efforts
accelerate local nonprofits in
four specific impact areas, and
FCF’s members are actively
involved in identifying, vetting
and confirming potential grant
recipients. FCF focuses on
providing unrestricted funding
to its grantees, connecting them
to its network of high-energy
professionals and building their
capacity for long-term change.
Since 2000, FCF has raised
over $11 million to advance
their mission, accelerated
over 100 organizations and
coordinated over 90,000 hours
of service from their members.
Members, in turn, build their
personal and professional
networks as they become
better engaged civic leaders.

“What we do goes
beyond simply writing
a check, attending
a fundraiser or
volunteering for a
day. Our members
come together to
think, learn and work
hand-in-hand to
affect change where
it matters most.”
FULLCIRCLEFUND.ORG
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How to Avoid The Common
Pitfalls of Collaboration
If solving problems together were easy, everyone with a big vision
would be doing it. It’s important to understand the challenges of
working with others toward a big philanthropic endgame; failing
to prepare for these challenges has sunk many a promising
collaboration.

Establish governance procedures early on
HOW WILL WE MAKE DECISIONS?
Collaboration requires compromise. This can stop it from
happening before it begins, especially for donors who are used
to fully dictating how every dollar is spent. You can work together
to structure decision making processes and governance, but
each person in the group is going to have to cede control at some
point—either to the collective as a whole, or to another person
within it.
Just as too many cooks in the kitchen can complicate dinner
preparation, the nature of philanthropy can create a situation in
which a group of strong leaders vie for the driver’s seat. Because
many philanthropists have spent the majority of their careers
cultivating certain qualities—visionary thinking, assertiveness,
leadership—it can be difficult to step aside when necessary and
cede control to others. In order to anticipate these moments,
it’s crucial for each collaborative to clarify their decision making
processes at the outset.
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It’s also important to consider the decision-making led by
potential counterparts—for example, if the collaborative sets up a
foundation, the selection of program and executive leadership is a
crucial task. Agreeing on priorities in these individual hires is a key
point of convergence, as is identifying the processes that will guide
their work alongside yours.
Example: In Oceans 5’s case, Program Director Chuck Fox wears
multiple hats at all times; he serves the donors as well as their
grantees, drawing on his extensive marine conservation experience
to offer insight and wisdom on the possibilities for impact that
donors must evaluate.

Define and agree on shared values
As you explore funding possibilities together, what’s your North
Star? What are your non-negotiables? What will help guide you
when decisions are difficult, or opportunities seem unclear. Making
the time to talk through these questions—and codify them—will
make your partnership much easier when the way forward isn’t
clear.

Find alignment on impact measurements
Once you know the impact you’re seeking to create, define the
tangible milestones that will define success for you. What targets
will you set along the way? When do you intend to reach them?
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CROSS-SECTOR COLLABORATION
SDG PHILANTHROPY PLATFORM
In 2015, the United Nations’ 193
Member States pledged to achieve
an ambitious set of seventeen
Sustainable Development Goals,
or SDGs, over the following fifteen
years. The vision for the SDGs
involves a world in which no one
lives in extreme poverty and all
nations make rapid and committed
progress in addressing climate
change, alongside other objectives.
In order to achieve ideals on this
scale, the UN and its partners
need to get tactical. With a goal
like “Achieve gender equity and
empower all women and girls,”
for example, it’s crucial to define
targets and indicators that can
help everyone involved evaluate
success. In service of the gender
equity vision, the UN’s lead target,
“End all forms of discrimination
against all women and girls
everywhere,” is paired with a
specific measure: “Whether or
not legal frameworks are in place
to promote, enforce and monitor
equality and non-discrimination on
the basis of sex.” This is an indicator
with no “maybe” option—the
frameworks either exist, or they do
not. This kind of verifiable metric
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helps ambitious collaborations
evaluate themselves.
In a connected example of
how collaboration can help
new players participate, RPA,
the UN Development Program,
the Foundation Center and the
Conrad N. Hilton and Mastercard
Foundations launched the SDG
Philanthropy Platform to help
philanthropists and foundations
understand and engage in
achieving transformative solutions
by converging efforts toward
shared goals. The SDGPP is
a global facilitator, enabling
effective collaboration between
philanthropists, governments,
the UN, businesses and other civil
society organizations. Through
in-person community events and
a publicly accessible interactive
online portal, large and small
funders can find country-specific
information, find allies in a certain
region, identify fitting entry points
for grantmaking, learn from
others’ experiences and track
progress easily. This creates the
conditions for co-creating and
scaling promising solutions.

It’s also important to collectively reevaluate your impact
measurements, as well as the effect your practices have on your
stakeholders. Periodically inviting feedback can confirm the ways
in which your collaboration is thriving; it can also reveal areas for
improvement that can take your efforts to the next level.
Example: Oceans 5 performed a “look-back” after five years of
operating, checking in with the collaborative’s partners in order to
understand their reactions to the group’s work and make further
decisions from there. The Board engaged a consulting firm to
interview internal and external stakeholders about grantmaking,
management and communications. This gave Oceans 5 a
formal opportunity to uncover new insight: the look-back
confirmed cohesion around the importance of working with other
organizations who share Oceans 5’s goals, revealed grant areas that
could potentially shift due to the entrance of new interested funders
in the space and highlighted a commitment to making grants in
underserved geographical areas. The conversations also resulted
in a number of key considerations for organizational advancement,
including a revamped communications strategy and further Board
conversations about planning for growth.
This kind of retrospective evaluation is crucial to maintain
effectiveness in an evolving group of philanthropists—as the
composition of the group shifts, and as members themselves may
evolve in their philanthropic vision, the function of the collective
may recalibrate in natural ways as well.

Decide how you’ll bring on new
partners, and when
As you plan the structure and operation of your collaboration, how
will you bring in new players? Finding other funders with similar
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goals may be easier than finding those who are also good fit for the
governance and impact measurements you’ve agreed to.
Example: It can be helpful to create a process that helps introduce
new people to your work in an informative way. Oceans 5’s open
board meetings create a space for potential partners to see
firsthand how decisions are made, giving them insight into whether
they’d be an ideal part of the group.

Agree on a time horizon that makes sense for
your members, in light of your goals
In addition to talking through expected timeframes for each
partner’s participation, it’s also important to decide how long
your collaboration will last. Is your goal to provide measureable
improvements in a specific impact area over the next five years, for
example? Do you want to spend three years on a particular proof of
concept for a new approach to grantmaking? Do you have a plan for
20 years of funding? Considering your goals alongside the capacity
of the partners involved, you can identify the right timeline for your
efforts.

Moving Forward
The questions and considerations we’ve put forward are important
for anyone who wants to create real systems change in an impact
area, or to innovate within the structures of philanthropy itself. It’s
important to continue these practices of inquiry and alignment
throughout the life of your partnership. When you make the decision
to collaborate, you’re creating a long-term relationship with other
people in the service of a shared vision that none of you could
realize on your own; as in any relationship, recommitting to shared
values, and dealing with difficulties based on those values, is crucial
to your success.

Decide who gets credit, and how
Is it important that each member gets an agreed-upon level or type
of credit for the success of the group, even though members may
provide various resources at different levels? Does anyone want or
need to remain anonymous? Is there a natural spokesperson among
the collaborators? Deciding how you’ll speak for yourselves, and
how you’ll gracefully accept whatever success you might achieve, is
important.
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ROCKEFELLER PHILANTHROPY ADVISORS

is a nonprofit that partners with individuals, families, and institutions
to help make philanthropy more thoughtful and effective. Since 2002,
we have facilitated more than $3 billion in grantmaking worldwide,
establishing ourselves as one of the world’s largest and most trusted
philanthropic service organizations. We advise established and
aspiring philanthropists, foundations, and corporations; manage
innovative, early-stage nonprofits; and share insight and learning
with our clients, our community, and the sector, translating the
motivations of innovative leaders and pioneers into action. By
continuing to build on lessons learned over more than a century,
our goal is to help define the next generation of philanthropy and to
foster a worldwide culture of giving.

WWW.ROCKPA.ORG
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